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Virabhradasana 2
(Warrior 2)
Stand in Tadasana Mountain pose. With an exhalation, step the feet wide apart, the ankles should 
sit below the wrists with the arms extended out at shoulder level. Legs straight, the heel of the back 
foot turning out two inches to the back of your mat and the front foot rotates to ninety degrees toes 
pointing to the front of your mat. Align the heel of the front foot with the centre arch of the back foot. 

With arms at shoulder level, soften your shoulders away from the ears, palms facing down and 
reach out through the fingers. Upper back broadens, shoulder blades slide down the back. Exhale 
and bend your front knee over the front ankle, steady the alignment of your knee. To challenge 
yourself and build strength in this posture step the feet a little wider apart to sink the thigh deeper, 
eventually the shin will be perpendicular to the floor.

Anchor your transition by firing up the back leg and keeping the leg strong and straight, 
grounding through the little toe side of the back foot. Be aware of your weight distribution of the torso 
and keep the side waist long. Align your weight to keep the midline of the body centrally balanced.  

Avoid ‘ducktailing’ and over-arching in the lower back by dropping the tailbone down and lifting 
pubis to navel, toning the abdomen, front ribs drawing in. Finally turning the head to look over the 
fingers of the front hand. After a few deep breaths inhale to come back up with control by rooting the 
feet into the floor and then reversing the feet to the back of your mat so the back leg now leads. Feel 
the benefits of this empowering posture.

Coming out of winter can sometimes 
feel like stirring from a deep sleep, 
like an animal lifting from hibernation. 
This time of year presents a rebirth in 
nature of renewal and transformation. 
Being so closely connected to nature it’s 
not surprising we feel the effects of this 
seasonal change. 
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In Ayurveda, a traditional system of healing, the dosha, Kapha 
accumulates in winter. The ancient philosophy advises that Kapha 
needs balancing during this phase. Healthy digestive fire or Agni 
is said to support this balance. By simply working with the breath 
Pranayama and stimulating the body correctly with heating Asana 
(postures), we can help to create a smooth transition into spring. 

So working with an ‘out with the old and in with the new’ 
mentality is key. Irradiate toxicity or Ama from the system and 
breath in vitality, known as Prana, lifeforce or energy. This is also 
a great time to slow down, notice your surroundings and absorb 
yourself in nature’s kaleidoscopic magnificence!

f i t n e s s

In with 
the new
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Yoga

Aimee runs Synergy Yoga 
classes in Newquay, so if you 

are looking for an activity 
to support your surfing 

into summer why not try 
yoga to help keep the body 

supple. To find out more 
go www.facebook.com/

synergyyogastudio

Garudasana 
(EaglE PosE)
Stand in Mountain Pose (Tadasana) Feet 
together. Lengthen from the tip of the tailbone 
through to the crown of the head, keeping a 
long-column spine, arms at the sides of the 
body. Tone through the lower abdominals and 
engage pelvic floor (Mula Bandha) this will 
help you to stabilise and balance whilst also 
supporting the lower back.

On your next exhalation sink the hips 
bringing a slight bend in to the knees, like a very 
shallow squat – imagine you are perched on the 
edge of a stool – now cross your right thigh over 
the left. Point your right toes toward the floor 
and hook the top of the right foot behind the 
lower left calf. Root down through the left foot.

 Stretch your arms in front of you, parallel 
to the floor, palms facing in towards one another. 
Spread across the upper back and shoulder 
blades and cross the left arm over the right. Now 
snug the left elbow into the elbow crease of 
the right arm as you bend the right elbow, keep 
the left arm straight. Now turn the left palm to 
the sky and reach the right fingertips back as 
you bend the left arm at the elbow to catch the 
fingers and eventually press the palms together. 
Thumb nails facing towards you.

 Raise the forearms perpendicular to the 
floor lifting the elbows higher with the inhalation 
and extending the hands out from the face on 
the exhalations, avoid hunching the shoulders. 
Breath into the upper back to ease and open 
the body. To intensify sink the hips to a deeper 
squat position.

 Unwind the legs and arms and stand in 
Tadasana again, notice how much focus this 
posture offers. Repeat to the other side, left 
thigh on top, right arm over left. To make this 
pose more challenging unravel and float the top 
leg back behind you, simultaneously drawing 
the torso to parallel with the floor, now work the 
fingers to the front and the hands to the floor as 
you exhale.

Gomukasana 
(CoW FaCE PosE)
Sitting on the floor bend your knees 
so that your feet are flat on your mat. 
Repeat the leg position as before in 
Arha Matsyendrasana twist, however 
this time continue to walk the right 
foot towards the back of your mat 
so that the heel sits close to the left 
hip. Snug the knees together before 
sitting up tall and grounding evenly 
through the sit bones, tailbone lightly 
anchored.

Inhale left arm to the sky. Exhale 
hinging at the elbow to release the 
left hand down the back. Draw the 
right arm out at shoulder level palm 
facing the sky, begin to lower the 
extended arm to the right hip. Hinge 
the right elbow and draw the right 
hand up the back to grip the fingers, 
a belt can be used if the hands do 
not meet.

With your in breath lift the left 
elbow toward the sky, exhale and 
allow the right elbow to descend 
down toward the floor. Lift through 
the heart and sternum but do not 
allow the back to hollow, instead 
focus on drawing the front ribs in and 
the back ribs back.

Coming out of the posture sit 
for a moment with the arms relaxed 
at the sides, absorb and enjoy the 
benefits of this posture. Repeat to 
the other side. 

Vrksasana
(TrEE PosE)
Feet together in Tadasana Mountain 
pose, grounding and rebounding the 
energy with an earth heaven extension. 
Take the hands onto the hips. Transfer 
the weight to root through the left foot. 
With a strong supporting left leg draw 
the right knee up to a ninety degree 
angle, encourage the right foot to the 
inner left thigh by holding at the ankle. 
Press the base of the foot onto the 
inner thigh and the inner thigh onto the 
base of the foot. If this is challenging 
try pressing the sole of the foot to the 
inner calf instead. Once the foot is 
placed bring the hands back onto the 
hips, notice if the right hip sits higher 
and drop to square through the pelvis.

Take the hands together in prayer 
position at the heart centre. Breathe 
here for a few moments and then 
challenge your balance by inhaling 
the arms overhead allowing the hands 
to hover just above the crown of the 
head. Travel the elbows and right 
knee towards the back of the room. 
Sink the tailbone down and draw the 
front ribs into the body. Focus on your 
internal locks using Mula Bandha and 
Uddihana Bandha, the pelvic floor and 
lower abdominal, drawing in and up 
at thirty percent effort. This will help 
create a strong balanced pose. Use a 
soft focus with the Drishti (line of vision) 
on a spot in front of you to help with 
balance.

If you would like to challenge the 
pose free the hands apart, straighten 
the arms spreading through the fingers 
and looking to the sky. Come out of 
the pose with control, slowly exiting 
the asana by tracing back through the 
stages.

seasonal Yoga for good health


